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What movie are you 
making?
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Tried and True Methods

A good short film often 
revolves around a 

single incident, with a 
clear emotional arch. 

Focus on a Moment
"Good artists borrow, 

great artists steal." 
-Pablo Picasso

Watch Short Films



★ In Relation to Lockdown
★ How did you spend your days?
★ Something you liked about it?
★ Something you hated about remote learning.
★ Something you missed during it.
★ Something you miss now from that time.
★ Did something good happen to your or your family
★ Did something bad happen to your or your family?
★ How you feel you changed?
★ What do you want people in the future to know?
★ Did something bad or sad happen to your or your family?

Spark Inspiration



What type of movie 
are you making?
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Action Comedy Drama

Documentary Horror Coming of Age

Types of Movies



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Venus has a beautiful name 
and it’s also the second planet 

from the Sun

Documentary

Venus

Real-life stories, events, 
and issues are explored 
through a factual and 
informative lens.

● Factual Narration
● Interviews and 

Testimonials



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Venus has a beautiful name 
and it’s also the second planet 

from the Sun

Horror

Venus

Heart-pounding fear 
and suspense  surface 
as characters face the 
unknown and 
supernatural. 

● Scary Atmosphere
● Dutch angle



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Venus has a beautiful name 
and it’s also the second planet 

from the Sun

Coming of Age

Venus

A movie focused on a 
child or teenager's 
transition from 
childhood to young 
adulthood 

● Quirky main characters
● Experiencing things for 

first time



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Venus has a beautiful name 
and it’s also the second planet 

from the Sun

Action

Venus

  Intense, fast 
sequences and thrilling 
stunts drive the 
narrative in this 
adrenaline-pumping 
genre.

 
● High-Stakes Conflict
● Heroic Protagonist



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Venus has a beautiful name 
and it’s also the second planet 

from the Sun

Comedy

Venus

 Emphasizes humour, 
aims to make the 
audience laugh. Uses 
witty humour and 
slapstick. 

● Humorous Situations
● Quirky Characters



It’s the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in 

the Solar System

Drama
 Emotionally charged 

stories explore the 
complexities of human 
relationships and 
experiences.

 
● Emotional Narrative
● Tension Building



Shot Types
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Despite being red, Mars 
is actually a cold place. 
It’s full of iron oxide dust

Four ideas

It’s the closest planet to 
the Sun and the smallest 
one in the Solar System

MarsMercury

Venus has a beautiful 
name and is the second 
planet from the Sun

Venus
Jupiter is a gas giant and 
the biggest planet in the 
entire Solar System

Jupiter



Shot Sizes
● Wide Shot (and extreme wide shot) 
● Full Shot
● Medium Shot
● Close Up
● Extreme Close Up



Shot Sizes
Wide Shot (and extreme wide shot) 
Shows the entire person and their surroundings.
Demonstrates that the character is overmatched and overwhelmed by 
their world. 



Shot Sizes
Full Shot
Character’s body is framed head to toe. Allows the audience to see 
both body language and facial expressions.  



Shot Sizes
Medium Shot
A waist shot captured mid distance from the subject. Visual glue of a 
movie.  



Shot Sizes
Close Up Shot
Taken at close range to show detail.  Shoulders to top of head. 
Emotional connection between audience and character. 



Shot Sizes
Extreme Close Up Shot
Framed very close. Puts an extreme amount of focus on key details. 



Script & Storyboard
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Script
A movie script is a written document that 
details all of the narrative and visual 
elements for a feature-length or short 
movie.



Scriptin’
1. Get a main idea - The Framework: 

Setting, Characters, Theme, Problem, Solution
2. Word Dump - Write down all ideas, create an arch
3. Format script - Put into chronological order
4. Story stricture 



Scriptin’
1. Get a main idea - The Framework: 

Setting, Characters, Theme, Problem, Solution
2. Word Dump - Write down all ideas, create an arch
3. Format script - Put into chronological order
4. Story stricture 

Jo-ha-kyū: Beginning 
Break Rapid

"Black cultures have a syntax 
which has nothing to do with 
Cartesian logic or that of other 
civilizations."  — Med Hondo



Scriptin’

1. Get a main idea - The Framework: 
Setting, Characters, Theme, Problem, Solution

2. Word Dump - Write down all ideas, create an arc
3. Format script - Put into chronological order

A script needs locations, character dialogue, and action! 











LOCATION.
DIALOGUE. ACTION. 

 British Columbian Natives.



Storyboard
A graphic representation of how your story 
will be told. Includes what the shot will look 
like, what the audio consists of, and shot 
length. 







Tips for Iphone filming
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Understanding 
your settings

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bqkNwYS_mEoAYmRtB0wrJQbLrWqF149O/preview




Experiment with 
Slow-Motion, 
Time-Lapse, 
Cinematic Mode



Make an effort to BE 
STEADY. The smallest 
shakes will be seen.

Always film with two hands 
and in landscape. 



Lighting
● Avoid filming in direct harsh sunlight, unless 

it’s during golden hour (first and last hour of 
sunlight). Try using daylight as opposed to 
flourcents.

● Experiment with highlight and shadows 
when adjusting angle and light.

● Plan lighting cues far ahead so I can try and 
help with the gear.



Rule of Thirds

Try out different angles 
and perspectives to 
create a visually 
interesting story.



Sound Matters!!
● Choose quiet locations. 

● Use another phone to pick up audio, 
either hidden in the clothing of the actor 
or being held by a groupmate. Afterwards 
sync up sound with the video when 
editing. 

● Record room tone.



Filmic Pro: Free App
● Has a awesome steady 

zoom
● Adjust mic gain
● Stabilization 
● Change to stereo audio
● Adjust brightness, 

colour temperature, 
saturation, 

● Soooo many cool 
features



Filmic Pro
● Has a awesome steady 

zoom
● Adjust mic gain
● Stabilization 
● Change to stereo audio
● Adjust brightness, 

colour temperature, 
saturation, 

● Soooo many cool 
features



Editing Softwares



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon and 

infographics & images by Freepik

Do you have any questions?

Please keep this slide for attribution

Thanks!

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

